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Beom Kim 
Brick Wall #4, 1994 
72"x30" 
Cut and sewn canvas 

Material Abuse 

Mark Harris 

This exhibition is about abusing the materials of art. 

The abuse is done to re-propose what the artwork can look 

like and what content it can address. 

This abuse has developed from an idiosyncratic approach 

to using well-established methods of making art (most of these 

artists do work classifiable as painting, and a few as sculp

ture) subverting some aspect of these methods to alter their 

codes of expression. 

In the examples here the subversion is being made by 

some kind of material abuse. That is, the consistency or 

integrity of the materials is interfered with so as to register 

an invasive action. 

This invasive action is to op.en a space for meaning. it 

must do two intertwined things: first, adding to the expressive 

vocabulary and second, clearing away prescriptive ways of 

working (to establish a freedom for thought or action). it isn't 

possible to achieve the first without altering the conventions 

that delineate that vocabulary. 

The abuse is sometimes like a gesture of refusal; refusing 

to hav-e received codes of working determine one's art. 

What it isn't is a victimization of the artwork since the abu

sive actions sometimes increase the presence of the object 

and in each case add to its content. 

Although some of the ways of altering the physical nature 

of the work seen here are new there have been many 

instances of similar interventions this century. An account of 

material abuse might start with the collage constructicr3 c= 

Braque and Picasso, include Tatlin's corner reliefs. rvcr; ~- -·s 

tool paintings and Schwitters' collages, before ccns·6e-~-s 

Murakami and other Gutai artists as well as Eur-cc-ec-
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painters of the 1950's such as Fontana, Burri, and Klein. lt 

would go on to include much of Rauschenberg's early work, 

including the erased de Kooning drawing, as well as Eva 

Hesse, Dennis Oppenheim and the piss paintings of Warhol, 

to list only a few examples. 

There have been periods when a nausea with orthodoxy 

has sanctioned if not abusive procedures specifically th~n at 

least an abusive rejection of current practice as the only 

means of making a relevant art. This message has had mixed 

political origins ranging from the right-wing declarations of 

the Futurists: 

We will glorify war-the world's only hygiene-militarism, 

patriotism, the destructive gesture of freedom-bringers, 

beautiful ideas worth dying for, and scorn for woman.1 

[We declare] That all subjects previously used must be 

swept aside in order to express our whirling life of steel, 

of pride, of fever and of speed. 2 

Through the anarchism of Dada: 

let each man proclaim: there is a great negative work 

of destruction to be accomplished. We must sweep 

and clean. 3 

To leftist commentary on the 1968 student uprisings in Paris: 

The primary task of the artist is to destroy, to suppress; the 

rest is, at the most, addenda. 4 

In so far as these, as well as other less militant, movements 

defined themselves in opposition to clearly identifiable tradi

tions they only reiterate the trope marking the ascendency of 

the avant-garde as harbinger of future ideals which, to 

emerge, require the destruction of stifling old ones. 

Anti-tradition: the revolt against aesthetic convention; an 

attempt to clear the ground of old art so that new art can 

take its place. Here avant-garde rhetoric militates against 

the putative tyranny of the masterpiece.5 

This kind of a monolithic struggle has made little sense as an 

explanation for the diversity of work being made in the last 

fifteen years, despite the continuing tendency for a particular 

art that is dominant, say, in New York to have predictable 

repercussions in other parts of the U.S. as well as in Europe. 

Current exhibitions, when not of painting that is shown 

together simply because it is painting, are usually character

ized more for the lack of apparent relationship between 

work-the lack of similarity of intention and form-which 

leads to the sense that the individual artist is the only arbiter 

of relevance. What has changed recently in terms of the 

sequential displacement of old by soon to be old is the 

supplanting of a dominant ideology by the aesthetics of 

alterity where it is taken for granted that every artist but 

the least self-critical has the right to determine his or her 

own working criteria and to be judged as an individual 

artist different from all others. 

... treating a canvas as a work of art necessarily involves 

being prepared to take it seriously, and that means 

being ready to engage seriously with the actual

actual, not phantasized-point of view of its creator. 

And this is a mode of taking a person seriously, being 

ready to shape your viewpoint to his. 6 

Each body of work gets to be approached as an autonomous 

entity which receives its meaning from the personal directive 

or history of the artist, such as the skin-calor determined mono

chromes of Byron Kim. This shows a tolerance for an extreme 

form of pluralism sanctioning historical amnesia and a reluc

tance for debate. There's a real relief that we are free from a 

pseudo-historical determinacy for contemporary practice, free 

to follow personal fascinations without having to evaluate 

them according to an external rule. Yet this tolerance for what 

one could call the individual artist's working narrative makes it 
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hard to consider his or her work in terms not just of historical 

precedent but importantly also in terms of what it might say, 

for example, about ontology or epistemology, that is about 

ideas beyond the local concerns that appear to fragment into 

as many issues as there are artists. 

Since simulationism, which provided a common, if misrepre

sented, theory as a directive for relevance in contemporary 

art, there hasn't been any lingering philosophical justification 

for work. There is thankfully no sense of a need for a common 

purpose and no need to present new art under auspices of a 

single justifying theory. The revelation by multiculturalism of 

neglected artists and areas of concern has exposed much 

important work that has helped invalidate falsely unified 

idioms. However, since multiculturalism's goal has been to 

recuperate the overlooked by a focus on race and culture its 

theory is based on a limited categorization that of necessity 

excludes. lt becomes less a critique than a classification 

according to place of origin and upbringing. 

In the absence of a determining master aesthetic, for 

which we have to be grateful given the restrictions remem

bered from Greenbergian formalism/ either the work gets 

presented in its dissimilarity, with each approach justifying 

itself, or, still more common and less defensible, the choice of 

work is made by some criteria of morphological similarity, 

(the term that Kosuth used twenty-five years ago to damn the 

persistence of painting). Neither of these approaches consti

tute an argument for the selection let alone attempt to build 

a theoretical base for the actions and ideas that determine 

the artwork. 

With this problem in mind I am aware of the fragility of 

this thesis: the explanation of work according to its evidence 

of abuse, which is, de facto, an incomplete assessment. 

While defining the way that abuse has allowed the artists 

to articulate their predominant concerns I have indicated the 

greater complexity of their work. Many of the exhibitions 

that isolate a facet of works to justify their inclusion forcibly 

obscure most else that the work is about. Instead, I have 

attempted to show how the isolated quality, abuse, is a way 

into that remainder rather than a means of blocking it out. 

To take one of the artists here, Drew Dominick, the prob

lematic of his down-at-heels kinetic art can hardly be envi

sioned apart from its existence as resistant artwork, its self

abuse and threatened abuse of its audience, as a rebellion 

even against its classification as art. The abuse in his case, 

and in different ways with the other artists here, is always on 

one level meant as an objection to the closing off, the termi

nal immobilizing, of the definition 'art/ though in Drew 

Dominick's, Steven Parrino's and Paul Bloodgood's cases 

this rebelliousness has the strongest voice. 

Although there may no longer be a master text to rebel 

against, artists still need to define their work in relation to 

other art. The once monolithic tradition breaks down into 

innumerable fragments so that while a history can be dis

cerned in each case, it isn't usually a common history 

amongst artists, and when it is common we find a tendency 

for c9nflicting interpretations. Despite this fragmentation 

the work here shows both an historical intelligence as a 

means of self-definition and an emphasized materiality to 

make the work demonstratively present. These two drives 

determine how the ontology of the work is defined. Its 

being is still part discourse and part physical presence, 

and in the case of these artists the abuse-the cutting, 

burning, tearing, piercing-affects both. lt is used by the 

artists as one of the codes to let an audience know that 

the reading of the work must be seen to be a disrupted 

reading-where we expected a seamless text we now have 
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to acknowledge the evident rupture. Where we expected an 

integrated surface we find it broken, our somatic responses 

changing because of the irreversibly modified nature of the 

initial substance, whether it is sugar, paint, or cloth. 

I'd like to look at these two components, materiality and 

discourse, without completely separating them from each 

other, as they are affected by the abusive practice of each 

artist. Since I've already made a point for difference I'll 

divide the group according to five varying intentions that 

generate the abuse or are indicated by it. Within these 

divisions the artists' work will be shown to have still 

differing aims. I am interested to ask here if there could be a 

taxonomy of abusive art, something classifiable at this time that 

might have meaning beyond the categories that normally 

determine the nature of contemporary art. The most obvious 

breakdown of such work into torn, burnt, perforated, screwed

up, taped-up, stitched, squashed, scratched into, cut into, will 

only index violence unless there's some greater indication of 

what these actions communicate, some more developed classi

fication of purpose that these invasive procedures serve. There 

is the risk of a certain arbitrariness here and the probability 

that some artists fall into more than one category but it should 

be evident that I take their work to achieve much more than 

what these rudimentary divisions might imply. In each instance my 

intention is to show how the abusive procedure leads to its oppo

site, the restoration of content to the work, how the abuse of 

materials alters the presence and discursive nature of the work. 

One category mentioned already is of the rebellious artwork, 

the artwork conceded a demonstrative voice. Bloodgood stirs 

the language of the poems he alters into reaction, Dominick 

enables the spasmodic resistance of a dangerous machine, and 

Parrino interferes with the predictable course of a painting's 

materials to make it an argumentative obiect. 
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Paul Bloodgood 
Untitled, 1994 
8"x5W' 
Collage and paint on book page 



Drew Dominick 
Body Grinders and 
Surveillance (floor), 1994 
Dimensions variable 

Plywood, grinder, plexi, relay, 

timer, rheostat, cameras 

With his altered poems Bloodgood sets up an intersection 

of discourses-the original poem, his own intruding language, 

and the medium of collage and gestura I painting. The abuse is 

most evidently of the original material (the basis of recent work 

has been R. Buckminster Fuller's poem on the history of industri

alizationt in the sense both of the poem's meaning and its 

physical body as text on the page. A published copy is taken 

apart rather than using a xerox of the book or printing out a 

'clean/ already altered, version. 8 

Parrino's interventions are as apparently destructive, tearing 

into carefully painted monochromes or restretching them to 

look as if a terrible accident has occurred. Again the abuse is 

on different levels, the material of the work is literally torn 

apart while the text of painting is undermined. We see this 

in Bloodgood's work which recalls collaborations between 

abstract expressionists and poets where artists' prints accom

pany verse, though with a discreteness of image and writing 

that is here completely violated. Parrino on his part violates 

the codes by which abstract painting is read by making the 

material into gesture. Though the painting in this exhibition 

has been crumpled into a free-standing object Parrino's work 

usually hangs on the wall as an enamel monochrome on can

vas which has been partially destroyed. These might initially 

be stretched with an excess of wraparound and once dry 

they are then badly restretched to bring some of this excess 

border to the front, including creases and crumbled fabric as 

part of the design. This leaves a surface so distressed physically 

that it disrupts any notion of illusionist space and displaces a 

conventional integration of support and image with a literal

ization of support as image. 

The impression with Parrino of the work rebelling against 

the artist is also felt in Dominick's kinetic sculptures. A grinder 

will be suspended, often in a plywood box with plexiglass on 
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Steven Parrino 
Blob (purple), 1994 
approx. 30"x 30"x 16" 
Enamel paint, silicone, tape, on canvas 
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one side, intermittently switching on and off as it hurls itself 

around the confined space. In some installations we are able 

to see the movement from one angle, accessed perhaps from 

the street, while a simultaneous video of the same movement 

taken from a different position is projected on a video moni

tor inside the gallery. This is effectively disorientating since, 

in addition to the sight lines varying, neither video monitor 

nor sculpture will be in view of each other though the grinder 

will be audible during the projection and the surveillance 

camera may be visible inside the box. lt requires an adjust

ment for us to be able to complete the conceptualization of 

the work and we find ourselves piecing together aural and 

visual memories to grasp a totality which ultimately eludes us. 

Inevitably Dominick's installation resembles a caged 

animal, a reading helped by the sudden arbitrary movements 

and the similarity of the electric cable to a leash. After a 

while though there is an understanding that the range of the 

grinder's movement corresponds to what the swing of an arm 

might be and relates to Dominick's earlier more conventional 

dependence on these tools to make sculpture. The abuse is not 

only in making a violent installation but is importantly also in 

the misuse of the tools, rendering them ineffectual, so that they 

circle aimlessly, grinding down nothing. 

Each of these three artists has their separate dialogue with 

earlier art, without this indicating, as mentioned earlier, any 

claim to historical necessity. The recapitulations are invariably 

more critique than homage. 

As Bloodgood's large paintings deliberately reiterate the 

visual statements of abstract expressionism so the altered 

poems recompose the verbal statements of their authors to 

criticize their texts. 9 All three artists have chosen a humble 

approach, an emphasis on the hand in the work. While they 

recall many innovations of early twentieth-century typography 

and collage, 10 Bloodgood's poems have the threatening 

structure of ransom notes with their roughly-pasted words 

and painted out passages. Parrinds overtly physical exagge

ration of Fontana's more conceptual approach implies an 

American absorption of an aesthetic that until now has been 

largely resisted here. 11 it is interesting how what thirty years 

earlier was described as too elegant can, through the most 

inelegant of movements, punk rock, come to be seen as hav

ing the means by which painting can be revitalized. Parrino 

moved into painting from doing performances and playing 

rock music with the intention of making the structure of paint

ing as interesting as these other concerns. For him this meant 

giving it an equivalent energy, in this case through violence, 

bringing noise to the surface of the painting, making of it a 

post-punk gesture that refuses to quiet down, tearing into the 

idiom without apparent regard for what the idiom preserves. 

With Dominick's work we see a reconsideration of Tinguely 

and early Dennis Oppenheim, given the menace implied by 

the movement of the sculpture and the mimicry of art-making 

processes by some of these machines. 12 Yet, this work resists 

the possibility of a sophisticated, reliable kineticism by using 

a jerry-built structure, literally held together with tape, as if to 

further reverse the separation of machine from human and 

emphasize the implication mentioned above of the relation 

between kinetic elements and the movement of body parts. 

The second category is the inverse of the previous in that 

the artwork instead of being a resistant entity is here shown to 

be a vulnerable one. In Beom Kim's case this is done by 

ascribing an animism to the cut and reconstituted materials 

and to the images they form, and in Susan Wilmarth-Rabineau's 

by the evisceration of the support. 

With Kim one part of his project is always the abuse of the 

medium, the incorporation of materials into his work in ways 
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that are transgressive. An undercurrent of violence is often 

present in the implications of the images he uses and is at 

times reinforced by the way he works. This is conspicuous in 

the piece called 'Electric Noose' where a strand of barbed 

wire, shaped like a hangman's rope, is plugged into an electri

cal outlet. A series of work that cuts sections out of raw canvas 

to roughly tack them together again with thread before 

mounting them on a stretcher uses the basic materials of 

painting to propose a representation that would normally be 

rendered. lt is in these pieces that the patching together 

makes for a vulnerable object. The cuts are imprecise and the 

pieces reattached in a makeshift way giving the materials a 

pathos that the humble images, barely holding onto represen

tation, only add to. 

Wilmarth-Rabineau's process is different in that she starts 

with an abusive action, burning or distressing the linen, to pre

pare a support for a figurative image whose language is 

taken from another convention entirely. Embedding a repre

sentation in such a structure emphasizes the vulnerability of 

image and paint. There is an impossibility to the work where 

the image is an abuse of the support and vice versa. Here 

paint becomes an abusive substance, intrusive on the altered 

structure. The 'optimism' of the depiction (in this case flowers) 

contrasts with the nihilism of the support. There is a making

present of the support that forces the image to withdraw 

with the result that there is a disproportionate enacting of 

these two (usually you expect the support to become image 

or enable the image to become visible) and the image 

retreats to amplify the structure. Although their means are 

related her work is in extreme contrast to the assertiveness of 

Parrino's which uses the signifier of violence to give painting 

the fascination of a recuperating survivor. Wilmarth-Rabineau's 

painting by contrast remains intentionally vulnerable, the 
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Susan Wilmarth-Rabineau 
Allegory 11, 1993 
26W'x 20"x 4" 
Oil and beeswax on torn and 

crushed linen 
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Fabian Cereijido 
Untitled, 1994 
84"x90" 
Oil on linen 
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image muted and the support a remnant rather than a 

survivor of an action. 

With Kim's 'brick walls' the image is made out of the struc

ture, not superimposed on it as in Wilmarth-Rabineau's work. 

In this way they bypass the conventional procedure for depic

tion. The cutting and stitching is cursory, the lines of bricks 

curving to make only the barest notation of a wall. These 

pieces pay homage to reductive painting only to subvert those 

intentions by using the pure materials impurely, converting 

them into a means of figurative reference. The use of raw 

materials to simultaneously denote their natural state and their 

(unnatural) ability to render engages critically with the histori

cal precedent of minimalist and process art such that the origi

nality of Kim's depictions depends on a contradiction of the 

dictates of earlier artists. 13 

The Benjamin essay 'The Work of Art in the Age of its 

Technical Reproducibility' proposed the continuing destruction 

of dogma and of a uratic qualities which attach themselves 

firmly to the unique, aura-pervaded, conventional work of art. 

He saw this happening in any case with mass-circulated photo

graphic reproductions of paintings. Yet even the exemplary 

model for him of a mechanically-produced work, the film, 

quickly acquires an aura, if not for its uniqueness as an object 

at least for its uniqueness as the product of one artist at a 

particular time, as if this were an inevitable function of our 

relationship to art. 

In this case the question worth asking is whether it is possi

ble for non-mechanical idioms, such as those used here, to 

afford artists a means of undermining the aura of their own 

work and so adopt a self-critical orientation. If material abuse 

is one way that artists have tried to achieve this destruction of 

aura then does this suggest a tradition of destruction that itself 

would obviate the possibility of renovation? 

.. .the more tradition is destroyed, the greater the risk 

of destruction itself becoming a tradition through repeti

tion, repetition here understood as perhaps the most 

impoverished but least used 'form' of tradition. Does 

not invention, the introduction of a series of 'unusable' 

concepts, ultimately aim at a destruction which is not 

reconstituted as tradition? ... The law of tradition, which 

we here introduce, requires that a work or a thought 

have access to it-to tradition-only by breaking with 

traditional standards. 14 

By 'unusable concepts' Ben jam in means those that are unusable 

for fascism, a movement he claims links its destructiveness to 

the traditions of capitalism. The categories of abuse outlined 

here don't claim an overt political agenda but the range of 

their intent and the differences of their means in relation to 

conventional practice shows an insistence on questioning any 

tradition of destruction in visual art. The artwork is being 

taken apart, scored, disembodied, to remove the possibility of 

illusionist devices, to destabilize the structure and to manifest 

an incorrect use of materials. Though there is a proposal of the 

impossibility of art-making by the disintegration of the support 

and the materials, that impossibility is itself made part of the 

vocabulary of the work, made the means by which expressive

ness is restored. The abuse remains a signifier of destructive

ness, of the annihilation of the work, but at the same time it 

ensures that this signifying is deflected from that most obvious, 

traditional, target to become integrated within the broader 

functioning of the visual language of the work. 

With the third of these categories, the abuse, in failing to 

destroy the work, inscribes it with the personal, becoming 

the paradoxical means to a more intimate communication. 

Fabian Cereijido and Elana Herzog achieve this by rupturing 

the surface, Sarah Vanderlip by burning sugar, and in 
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Suzanne McCielland's case by tearing through paper or 

forming text with virulent accretions of paint. 

The perforations in Cereijido's paintings are an indepen

dent motif from the paint that seeps around and into them 

and form an invasive topography amongst the painted shapes 

that allude to maps, body organs and mountains. These holes 

began by standing for his friends and family and there are 

early paintings where a name is written next to each small 

opening. This use of an aperture to evoke a person is seen in 

Herzog's and Vanderlip's pieces also, and in all three cases it 

can be read as an indication of absence. Herzog's piece here 

is cut into to increase metaphoricity, making empty 'windows' 

of the rectangular apertures that cast shadows on the wall 

and suggest a floppy architecture with its architrave of tucked 

fabric. it's a work that languidly addresses us, articulating 

itself as a facade. In other, tentatively anthropomorphic, pieces 

that are bloated forms spread out on the floor or slouched 

awkwardly on a pedestal holes are sometimes roughly cut 

into the fabric giving way to a void, implying eyes or some 

sort of breathing device. The tired look to the fabric Herzog 

uses, like stuff bought from desperately remaindered stock, 

with the washed out colors and dull patterns of worn cloth 

already signifies intimacy. The piece here is set up as a curtain 

redolent of a domesticity that is violated by the holes cut 

through it. The fragile threads it hangs from and the sewn 

tucks at the top add to this sense of an intimate fragment. 

The bed-like structure of Vanderlip's sculpture is quite 

different in not referencing intimacy through its figuration or the 

inherent nature of its materials but rather through metaphor and 

the associations of its primary substance, sugar, which has had 

holes burnt through it by electric bulbs buried just beneath the 

surface. Where Cereijidds perforations are notations of people 

and Herzogs apertures into the body, here they stand for the 

abuses we inflict on ourselves. The bed of sugar (and by impli

cation the body made of the same) represents the result of a 

craving for any harmful substance and the ensuing diseases 

that will eventually consume us. The reductive shape of 

Vanderlip's piece as an apparently literal evocation of a bed 

recalls some of Rachel Whiteread's sculptures of cast furniture 

and certainly locates its intentions in that area of reinvesting 

the language of minimalism with a radical intimacy. With the 

form of the bed remaining a delineation this violation of the 

pure substance throws out a number of readings drawing in 

part on different senses of bulb. The anatomical meaning, as 

the expansion of an internal organ, is suggested when we 

notice that most of the dark holes would be situated under the 

chest of a figure lying on the bed. Evidently part of this read

ing is the more familiar metaphor for death of the lights being 

drained of energy as they co~sume the sugar. Simultaneous 

with the sugar evoking sheets is the restorative image of it as 

snow and consequently the holes as melted patches through 

which the first plants emerge from bulbs in the earth. 

Those pieces of McCielland's that are most obviously 

atrophied are the newspaper drawings, torn and painted on, 

sometimes pinned in a deep pile on the wall where they can 

be leafed through as if they were carpet samples. Here the 

abuse is not only of the material since the inscribed words are 

made indistinct, obscured by the partial transparency of the 

layers and the rustling noise of the paper which cuts across 

the sound of the language and contemplation of the image. 

Where the legibility of the words is impeded by their paint

ing, which tends to cancel as much as emphasize the lan

guage, there is a deferral of a distinct meaning in preference 

for representing the word as a signifier which, in the Lacanian 

sense of the signifying chain, would never find its signified 

since here it is continually requalified by its repetitions, by the 
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Sarah Vanderlip 
Untitled (Large Sugar), 1994 
23"x78"x42" 
Glass, plywood, sugar, electrical 
cable, light bulbs 
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Elana Herzog 
Untitled #2, 1994 
92"x 84"x4" 
Heavy fabric, button thread, 

map pins 



incompleteness of the iteration, and by the interference of 

the paint. 15 

In McCielland's oil paintings, where their subject is the 

significations of language, abuse acts through the excessive 

materiality of the surface that, like stuttering, makes layers of 

sound entangling speech. Words are treated as gestures, 

meshing variably legible letters within a painterly field. In a 

different way the newspaper drawings intersect the readings 

of made and found images. In the piece shown here succes

sive torn newspaper photographs-showing ci homeless man 

being shot by police near the White House-separate layers 

of transparent sheets painted in a viscerally unsettling way. 

This alignment of mass-produced representations of quotidian 

violence with the trauma of the paint surface (where the photos 

literally become the background of the work) proposes the 

question of correspondence between actual physical abuse, 

occurring in the world, and the abuse that structures the work. 

These artists circumvent tradition in various ways. Where 

the painted gesture is conventionally metonymicat a non

objective mark standing for emotional activitYt McCielland 

retains the form of that mark but welds it to speech, as if want

ing to reveal a current redundancy of the gesture as signifier 

of intention while she proposes a way to restore its potency. 

Cereijido also sets out to restore expressive capability to 

painting in his case by defining these near-abstract forms as 

if they were characters interacting with each other, investing 

them with specific personality as he makes them. The prece

dent of Fontana for the holes is a deliberate inclusion (both 

artists were originally from Argentina). That Fontana under

stood, but set himself against, tenets of American abstract 

painting would make him an effective counterweight to the 

experience of art that Cereijido has had since moving here. 

Cereijido's combination of these once-antagonistic methods 

into one body of work suggests an artist placing his thought 

between the two countries and using the respective idioms to 

appraise each other, using each tradition to query the other. 16 

Herzog's sculptures, made of material that has been cut into, 

stitched, or padded to make bulky objects, develop a vocabu

lary of torpor and flaccid form that is an unusual challenge to 

the rigid shapes of conMructed sculpture and is an effective 

proposition of an alternative visual language. With an entirely 

different geometry Vanderlip's sculptures, as already mentioned, 

develop the severe forms of minimal art as a contrast to, and 

therefore a way of focusing on, the irruptions of meaning 

generated by the burnt sugar. 

As the effects of abuse are incorporated into and alter the 

visual language being used, on one level their status is undif

ferentiated from other elements of the work like container or 

gesture. Burnt cavities are part of the syntax that includes 

glass box and electrical cable in Vanderlip's piece, while in 

Cereijido's painting the unnamed holes spreading out across 

the surface as a constellation of absences, become a coherent 

shape amongst the other forms. James Hyde sees the cutting 

and scoring of his painted surfaces as having the same mea

sure as painted marks, and for Kim the lines made by cutting 

and restitching gain their irony from delineating much in the 

way that drawing would. This apparent restitution remains 

implied though since complete integration, and mollification, 

of abuse is never intended. Instead the effect is to break 

down the predictable wholeness of language to make a 

new kind of enunciation, and for this to happen the destructive 

interventions have to be equivalent to the components they 

disrupt. Relating to this process of regenerative breakdown 

Foucault, in his explanation of the development of language, 

remarks on the events within sentences and syllables through 

which literature originates, a process, or 'endless murmur/ 
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that opposes and undermines the conventional nominative 

function of language. 

The idea that, when we destroy words, what is left is 

neither mere noise nor arbitrary, pure elements, but other 

words, which when pulverized in turn, will set free still 

other words-this idea is at once the negative of all the 

modern science of languages and the myth in which 

we now transcribe the most obscure and the most real 

powers of language.17 

The fourth category of abuse includes two artists using 

processes that bring about a decomposition of the materials 

to form a synthesis of painting and sculpture. Melissa 

Kretschmer compacts debris as a ground to initially negate 

the painting that will ultimately organize it, while Lauren 

Szold pours a colored anti-medium of organic pastes onto 

transparent fabric. 

Kretschmer uses materials that in some cases have them

selves been abused-broken glass and fragments of plywood 
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,- for example-and paints them with substances like black 

roofing tar that are so viscous as to blanket the support in 

gelatinous darkness. One theme is the difficulty of the mate

rials. Hard to articulate beyond their inherent qualities and 

not easily compatible, they are combined in ways that distress 

each other further; for example, by stacking up or interleaving 

splintered wood with shattered glass. This abuse is always 

visible although the final piece has an unforced coherence 

from the unpredictable synthesis of materials. The aim, outlined 

earlier, of reformulating the conditions for making art is 

elicited by both Kretschmer's and Szold's work through their 

improbable reconsideration of how pictorial methods can be 

used. This recalls the Situationist proposition of 'detournement' 

as a way of reinvesting meaning into exhausted idioms. 

17 
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same time the organization of another meaningful 

ensemble that confers on each element its new scope 

and effect ... "Detournement is a game made possible by 

the capacity of devaluation," writes Jorn ... and he goes on 

to say that all the elements of the cultural past must be 

'reinvested' or disappear. Detournement is thus first of all 

a negation of the value of the previous organization of 

expression. 18 

One way Kretschmer achieves this is to make even more 

material, more base-like, what is already raw material while 

constituting it, proposing it, as painting. In order to articulate 

inarticulable matter, she sinks it further into a basic state, 

degrading it even more and coating it with an impenetrable 

material, so it seems fused into a new substance which we are 

implausibly asked to 'read' as showing painting's intentionality. 

In her installations Szold has formulated a thorough decom

position of painting and the radical proposition of her wall 

pieces is that this decomposition can be substituted for a con

ventional painted object. The early spills where dyed liquid 

was poured onto the floor could be taken as all-pervasive 

sculpture- flour and salt that permeated every corner of a 

gallery, or colored cellulose falling from the ceiling, apparently 

out-of-control, across a floor. In terms of abuse these installa

tions filled the space with the effects of catastrophe, taking 

over olfactorily and physically impeding the viewer's passage 

across the space. In Szold's studio there is still this sense of 

disruption as the pieces, before they are moved to the wall, 

lie around on the floor and have to be negotiated if one is to 

cross the room. Although her transposition of material from 

temporary spill to something movable and more permanent 

makes the object essentially autonomous from its surround

ings and more resemblant of painting, the original treatment 

has been carried over into her new work. The border is still 

indefinite, the dyed material still cellulose and wheat 

starch, the swirls of calor still without any sense of predeter

minacy. The fluid material dyed in high-keyed pastel shades 

and occasional areas of saturated calor is embedded in a 

gauze mesh that unpredictably reshapes the surface when it is 

pinned to the wall. Though a first impression may suggest a 

recasting of stain painting as painted relief sculpture the 

pieces are interesting in the way they collapse the two idioms 

while sustaining this simultaneous reading as painting and 

sculpture. The abuse is read in the unlikely use of paint and the 

critique this makes of conventional procedures. 

Both artists set up a problematic where whatever is to be 

considered as painting has to wrest its way out of a structure 

that negates it. Kretschmer's found pieces of material are not 

collected together to enable us to see more clearly the nature of 

glass, wood or tar but to propose a function for them as pictorial 

elements that must articulate their way out of the block-like mass 

they have been compressed into. The pictorial reading is further 

complicated though by the reflectiveness of the glass and the 

sheen of the tar picking up glare from the surroundings that 

interferes with a visual comprehension of the work. The gauze 

support that Szold uses is so slight that it lets the work appear 

to have no ground other than what it is placed against yet 

the peel of paint gets remodeled by the ridges and folds of 

the material as it is strung out across a wall. Compared with 

the gestural or stain painting that Szold's work evokes her 

incorporation of frailty as the tangible parenthesis of her 

visual language, and the actual vulnerability of the materials 

she uses, propose an alternative form for abstract painting. 

The final category is of an art that makes a point of 

apparent indiscriminateness, applying the actions of painting 

and sculpture to a wide range of materials. In the place 

of paint Dominique Figarella substitutes found objects, 
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.. extraneous to art, using them also as a device for holding 

layers of the work together, while James Hyde inserts paint 

into structures that would normally preclude its use but which 

ultimately transform the possibilities for painting. 

In an earlier group of painted works Figarella would sand

wich the medium between inert surfaces, usually plastic and 

sponge, so that it spread out unpredictably, a serene nightmare 

of support, paint and glazing merging into one unit. The trans

gressiveness was blatant in this coolly-plotted manufacturing 

of gesture, increased by the promiscuity of elements closely 

pressed against each other which, with the often pink or light

yellow colors and pliancy of the sponges, suggested a sexual

ized body for painting. These felt like paintings but though 

certainly employing traditional elements they contradicted the 

nature of the idiom by taking the treatment of these to an 

illogical extreme. If in a formal definition it is inherent in paint

ing that the nature of tbe support should influence the paint 

that is applied to it, here was a particularly obstreperous 

example. Yet this work, abusive of tradition and materials, 

restored alternatives for painting and increased its expressive 

range. In recent work Figarella is incorporating everyday 

materials in the place of paint allowing him to use puns as a 

way of undermining convention. In one piece chewing gum, 

resembling the underside of snails as much as paint, is pushed 

up from behind against clear plastic, clustering around two 

blocks of wood that state a crude grid. In another, three hoop 

earrings hold the edges of a square of plexiglass to a bare 

plywood support that has four roughly-placed screws sunk 

into its center, wittily hinting at self abuse as the jewelry 

pierces through the structure. Both periods of Figarella's work 

reflect insistently on the peculiar situation of the substance of 

the art medium, whether of paint or ersatz paint, as it 

becomes, in a sense, denatured by its frame and support. 

These components which are supposed to focus attention 

on the medium are shown here as interfering with it which 

becomes instead a kind of intermediary between the two. 

This visual inversion of the use of materials interestingly finds 

its linguistic parallel. The sense of medium as art material is 

turned into the meaning of a medium through which some

thing is transmitted from frame to support, an inversion itself 

of the familiar notions of artist as medium or of the artwork 

as a medium between artist and audience. 19 

Hyde makes heterogeneous objects that discourse on the 

possible forms painting and sculpture might take while still 

definable as such. They use a syntax reiterating methods from 

art of the recent past in unlikely combinations, painterliness 

within a minimalist structure for example, that break through 

the hermetic ism of these idioms to propose new ways that 

work could be made. Hyde's procedure states itself as a poly

morphous art where paint seems to be applied interpretively 

to every conceivable surface or where colored unpainted 

surfaces are presented as if they were painted ones. it acts 

as a kind of physics of painting, an investigation of the nature 

of paint as it falls on other substances. 

The painting tradition is contravened as it is being queried, 

conspicuously by the obtrusiveness of Hyde's supports which 

through bulk and foregrounding are as immediately legible as 

the painting on them. The value of a support is conventionally 

in its strength and low visibility in relation to the painting on 

it though this relationship has sometimes been inverted. The 

painted constructions of synthetic cubism or of lvan Puni's 

Suprematist work intertwine structure with medium, and more 

recently Rauschenberg's combines invoked a hybridized array 

of abrasively visible surfaces for paint. Customarily though 

the support has a restrained three-dimensionality as a 

discrete means for the painting to face its audience. With 
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James Hyde 
Untitled detail, 1994 
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Fresco on concrete 

Hyde's work, especially the frescoes, the structure is as promi

nent as the painted surface and acts as an overt explanation, a 

determinant, for what has been placed on it. Frescoes are pro

jected out on massive styrofoam blocks or oil paintings are 

made on the inside of sealed glass boxes. The painting on the 

surfaces of these is intentionally desultory, evoking abstract 

expressionist gestures but doing so languidly as if wanting to 

defuse that rhetoric-laden manner. This makes the painted 

part a signature of painting, a sign of its presence. The real 

being-present resides with the bulk of the structure which has 

this assertive physicality in order to reach the same plateau 

of recognition as the more instantly 'seen' painting. 

A product of this consensual balance between painting 

and sculpture in the frescoes is the release of gestura! func

tion from the surface, with its indifferent handling of paint 

that has sunk flat and mute ir)to the plaster, to the styrofoam 

support which with its roughly-carved edges and huge form 

feels like a gesture protruding into space. This inversion is a 

witty abuse of the conventions of painting while remaining 

within the framework of abstraction. The painting looks more 

or less as it should but is emptied of much of its historically

determined qualities, a measure of which are then transferred 

to the support. 

Hyde's work, like that of the other artists, uses abuse to 

defer a definition of art, resisting, as mentioned before, any 

immobilizing of that category. The various methods they all 

use propose cancelling the idea of art while leaving it stand

ing. This simultaneous impulse of striking out the entity while 

giving it the means to speak recalls the way Heidegger, after 

decades of defining Being, writes it as ~ 20 to show how 

we can't manage without this concept which is at the same 

time so inadequate. These artists want to place work under 

a material critique to show its inadequacy as an integral 
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object without renouncing that object altogether. it's in this way 

that these abusive interventions cancel to establish meaning, 

redeeming idioms that threaten to become ineffectual. 
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